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Program Objectives:
The personality Development session was organised to introduce first-year UG, PG,
and research students to essential aspects of personality development and to
emphasize the significance of discipline and setting goals in life. It aimed to provide
students with insights and guidance from an experienced educationist and to foster
personal growth and development among participants
.
Program Participants: 
The session was attended by 50 students from various academic levels, including
first-year undergraduate, postgraduate, and research scholars of the Department of
English
Report of the Program: 
The induction program organized by the Department of English aimed to introduce
students to the fundamentals of personality development. The session, conducted
on November 2, 2018, commenced with a warm welcome by Dr. Muralikrishnan T. R,
the Head of the Department of English, who set the tone for the day's proceedings.
Sri. N V Jose, a distinguished educationist, graced the event as the resource person.
His engaging discourse revolved around the pivotal aspects of discipline and the
importance of establishing clear life goals. He delivered an insightful session that
resonated deeply with the students, enlightening them about the indispensable role
of discipline in personal and professional spheres. 
The interaction with Sri. N V Jose proved to be invaluable for the attendees.
Students actively participated, asking questions and sharing their thoughts, which
enhanced the overall learning experience.
Dr. Amitha P Mani, in her role, extended a heartfelt vote of thanks, expressing
gratitude to Sri. N V Jose for his invaluable insights and guidance. She also
acknowledged the active participation of the students, highlighting their enthusiasm
and eagerness to learn.

PG and Research Department of English
Induction program

Title of the Program : Induction program on Personality Development

 Organizing Department/Cell : PG and Research Department of English

Date of the Program : November 2, 2018

 Number of Participants : 50 students

Resource Person : Sri. N V Jose, A distinguished educationist



Program Outcome: 
The induction program on Personality Development facilitated a deeper
understanding among the participants regarding the significance of discipline and
goal-setting in shaping one's life. The session aimed to inspire students to cultivate
these traits to enhance their personal and academic growth.
Feedback and evaluation
Feedback from the participants was overwhelmingly positive, indicating that the
session was informative, engaging, and thought-provoking. Students appreciated the
wisdom shared by Sri. N V Jose, finding it beneficial for their personal development.
The interactive nature of the session encouraged active involvement and stimulated
critical thinking among the attendees.
Overall, the induction program conducted by the Department of English was a
resounding success, fostering a conducive environment for the holistic development
of the students. The valuable insights gained from the session are expected to
resonate and positively influence the participants in their academic journey and
beyond.

Brochure of
the Program 



Sri. N V Jose, a distinguished educationist
addressing the gathering







Program Objectives:
The objective of the program was to celebrate World Yoga Day by promoting the
practice of yoga and its numerous benefits for physical and mental well-being. The
event aimed to create awareness about the importance of incorporating yoga into
daily life and encourage participants to adopt a healthy lifestyle through yoga.
Program Participants:
32 Students actively participated in demonstration of yoga postures organized by
the Department of Physical Education and National Cadet Corps.
Report of the Program:
The program began with a brief introduction by the coordinator, highlighting the
significance of yoga in promoting holistic health. The participants were guided
through a series of yoga postures and breathing exercises in a mass demonstration.
Expert yoga instructors led the session, ensuring participants followed the correct
techniques and postures. The atmosphere was serene, fostering a sense of
relaxation and mindfulness among the participants.
Program Outcomes:
1. Promotion of Physical Well-being:Participants experienced the physical benefits
of yoga, including improved flexibility, strength, and balance.
2. Mental Peace and Relaxation:The practice of yoga postures and breathing
exercises helped participants relax, reduce stress, and achieve mental peace.
3. Awareness and Education:Participants gained awareness of yoga as a holistic
approach to health, encouraging them to integrate yoga into their daily routines.
Feedback and Evaluation:
Participants provided positive feedback, expressing gratitude for the well-organized
event and the expertise of the yoga instructors. They shared their experiences of
improved well-being and relaxation, emphasizing the need for more such yoga
sessions in the future. Feedback forms were collected and analyzed to assess the
effectiveness of the program.

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
World Yoga Day and Yoga Training

Title of the Program : World Yoga Day Celebration

Name of the Coordinator : Bindhil

Organizing Department/Cell : Department of Physical Education and NCC

Date of the Program : 21/06/2018.             Number of Participants : 32
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Program Objectives:
The primary objective of the program was to release and celebrate the Manuscript
Magazine "SOPANAM" as part of the "Bhasheer Day." Additionally, the event aimed
to provide a platform for students and faculty members to showcase their literary
talents and contributions to the magazine.
Program Participants:
Former HOD, Dr. V R Jaya Lakshmi, Dr. Jaisy David, Liji.T, Dr. Renjith, Smt. Sakeena M
K, Dr. Sanand Sadanandhan, and 32 students actively participated in the event.
Report of the Program:
The event commenced with the release of the Manuscript Magazine "SOPANAM" by
Former HOD, Dr. V R Jaya Lakshmi. She also delivered an insightful talk during the
program. Other faculty members, including Dr. Jaisy David, Liji.T, Dr. Renjith, Smt.
Sakeena M K, and Dr.Sanand Sadanandhan, shared their knowledge and experiences
related to the field of literature.
Program Outcomes:
The program successfully showcased the literary talents of the students and faculty
members. It provided a platform for intellectual discussions and encouraged
creative expression among the participants. The release of the magazine marked a
significant achievement for the Malayalam Department, highlighting the literary
accomplishments of the college community.
Feedback and Evaluation:
The event received positive feedback from both participants and attendees. The
insightful talks and engaging discussions were highly appreciated. The audience
expressed their satisfaction with the content of the magazine and the overall
organization of the event.

DEPARTMENT OF MALAYALAM 
Manuscript Magazine Released on 05-07-2018

Title of the Program : Manuscript Magazine Release Event

Name of the Coordinator : Dr. Jaisy David

Organizing Department/Cell : Department of Malayalam

Date of the Program : 5th July 2018

Number of Participants : 32 Students Contributed Articles 

Resource Person/s : Dr. V R Jaya Lakshmi
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Program Objectives:
The objective of the program was to celebrate 'Kerala Piravi' (Kerala Formation Day)
through 'Malayala Dhinaghosham-2018.' The event aimed to promote the rich
Malayalam language and culture among the students, fostering a sense of pride and
appreciation for their heritage.
Program Participants:
The program witnessed active participation from 93 students, along with the
distinguished guests, faculty members, and staff of the college.
Report of the Program:
The event commenced with the inaugural address by Mr. Abdul Salam, the College
Secretary & Correspondent. Dr. Ajims P. Muhammed, the College Principal, presided
over the program. Various sessions were conducted, including talks by Dr. Jaisy
David, HOD Department of Malayalam, Dr. K P Sumedhan, Self Financing Director,
and Dr. Reena Muhammad, Staff Secretary. These sessions highlighted the
significance of the Malayalam language, its cultural
importance, and its contributions to literature and society.
Program Outcomes:
The program successfully raised awareness about the cultural and historical
importance of the Malayalam language. It instilled a sense of pride and appreciation
for Malayalam literature and traditions among the students. The event encouraged
active participation and engagement, fostering a deeper understanding of Kerala's
rich cultural heritage.
Feedback and Evaluation:
The program received positive feedback from both students and faculty members.
Participants appreciated the informative sessions and the opportunity to learn more
about Malayalam language and culture. The event was deemed successful in
achieving its objectives of promoting cultural awareness and pride among the
attendees.

DEPARTMENT OF MALAYALAM 
Malayaladhinaghosham and Session on Creative writing

Title of the Program :Malayaladhinaghosham (Malayalam Day Celebration)

Name of the Coordinator :Dr. Jaisy David

Organizing Department/Cell : Department of Malayalam

Date of the Program : 1st November 2018

Number of Participants : 93 Students

Resource Person/s : Dr. Jaisy David 



Mr. Abdul Salam,
addressing the gathering
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As part of Golden Jubilee Celebrations, MES Asmabi College, P.Vemballur
Kodungallur, organised a motivation program on13th December 2018. Famous
motivational speaker Gopinath Muthukad was the resource person. His captivating
presentations and thought-provoking insights captivated the audience, leaving a
lasting impression on all attendees. Entire Students of the College participated in
the Program 

MES ASMABI COLLGE GOLDEN JUBILEE CELEBRATION
MOTIVATIONAL PROGRAMME BY GOPINATH MUTHUKAD

Motivational Session by Sri. Gopinath Muthukad
as part of Golden Jubilee Celebration



Espoir,an audio book of A04 common course- Zeitgeist ;readings on contemporary
Culture was released by HEPSN and Equal Opportunity Cell on 14 March 2019. Sri
Sakkeer Hussain P.B Director, Phoenix Education Foundation was the chief guest.He
inaugurated the program by handing over the audio book to Dipin Deepak of first
year economics who is a visually challenged scholar. There isan interactive session
therafter. He shared his experiences and stressed on the importance of uploading
relationships, belief in God and nurturing the self through reading. 52 Students
participated in the Program

MES ASMABI COLLEGE, P. VEMBALLUR 
ESPOIR- Audio Book Release & Motivational Talk

MES ASMABI COLLEGE, P. VEMBALLUR

ESPOIR- Audio Book ReleaseMotivational Talk



As part of Walk With a Scholar (WWS) programme, a motivational visit was
conducted for the second year UG mentees from 25th to 28th February 2019. The
destinations for the visit were Institute of Forest Genetics and Tree Breeding, 
Coimbatore, Pondichery Central University and ‘Raj Nivas’, Pondichery. 
The journey was started on 25th February 2019, Monday at 7.00 am from the 
college. After breakfast at Mannuthy, we proceeded to Coimbatore. We reached
the 

WALK WITH A SCHOLAR (WWS) 
MOTIVATIONAL VISIT 2019 

DAY 1: 25-02-2019 

DAY 2: 26-02-2019 

DAY 3: 27-02-2019 

VISIT TO IFGTB, Coimbatore & Central University, Pondichery 

25-02-2019 to 27-02-2019 

PROGRAMME CHART 

7.00 a.m: Journey begins 

11.00 a.m: IFGTB, Coimbatore (Lab & Museum visit)

3.00 p.m: Journey to Pondichery 

8.00 p.m: Reaching Pondichery 

Night stay at Youth Hostel, Pondichery 

9.00 a.m: Visit to Pondichery Central University ( major departments and
laboratories, interaction with faculty and students) 

6.00 p.m: Back to Youth hostel 

9.00 a.m: Visit to Pondichery Central University ( major departments and
laboratories, interaction with faculty and students) 

1.00 p.m: side seeing 

9.00 p.m: back to MES Asmabi College 

Report 



IFGTB campus at 12.30pm and entered into Gass Forest Museum. The instructor of
the centre delivered an informational lecture and video on the museum. It is a
government run natural history museum.The museum was established in the year
1902 by Horace Archibald Gass, Conservator of Forests of Madras Presidency at
that time. The museum was named in his honor as ‘Gass Museum’ by his successor
F. A. Lodge in 1905. The museum mainly contains floral specimens and taxidermy
specimens of various fauna. It holds wonderful specimens of Avifauna : Hornbill
,Kingfishers etc Terrestrial fauna, Reptile & Rodents Gallery, Skeleton Section of
Human, Elephant etc, Elephant foetus, Eggs of birds, Anthers and trophies of wild
species, Timber & Non timber forest products like fruits ,barks, roots, leaves etc.
Various specimens of Forest Engineering and Ethomology like Ornaments of tribes,
hunting weapons, wood crafts are well kept there. A good collection of butterflies
is well maintained in the Entomology section. The Geology section contains stones
and soil samples of various parts of forest, snake fossils etc. Mycology section
comprises of diverse forms of wood fungi. These were the main highlights of the
museum. It was a wonderful experience for all. 
After lunch, we visited the IFGTB- Institute of Forest Genetics and Tree Breeding
centre. It works under the Indian Council of Forestry Research and Education
(ICFRE) of the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Government of
India. It is a national institute formed in April, 1988. It works to assess, characterize
and utilize the genetic diversity of forest tree species and carry out tree
improvement of major plantation species through breeding, biotechnological
interventions and appropriate silvicultural packages. The institute works with the 
objective of increasing the productivity of our forests and plantations to meet the 
requirements of the forest fringe communities and forest based industries. It also
aims at restoring the ecology of degraded areas to expand the forest and tree
cover and improving the environmental quality. The institute attends to the
forestry research requirements of the states of Tamil Nadu and Kerala and the
Union Territories of Puducherry, Andaman & Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep. 
At IFGTB we had an interaction with Dr. C. Kunjikannan, Senior Scientist at the
Forest Ecology division. He explained his research experience at the Silent Valley
National Park. He gave an orientation on the various research and out reach
programmes conducted at IFGTB. Students interacted with him and cleared their
doubts regarding forest field studies and research. As the plant herbaria
repository, Fischer’s Herbarium was under pesticide application, we could not
enter into it. We also visited the Botanical garden, maintained by IFGTB. 



          After the visit to Botanical garden we set off to Pondichery. After a journey of 
10 hours we reached our destination, Youth Hostel, Pondichery at about 1.00 am.
As all were tired of the long journey, all fell asleep soon. At 7.30 am, we had our
breakfast and all were set for the visit to Pondichery Central University. At about
9.30am we reached the university. The university is situated in a green campus of
1000 acres and about 6000 students are studying in the university. Dr. Santhosh
Mathew, Assistant Professor of South Asian Studies guided us through the
university. We explored university campus firstly in our bus. We could see School of
Distance Education, working women’s hostel, Indian Institute of Magnetic Studies,
various ladies and men’s hostels, separate gymnasium for girls and boys, canteens, 
shoping malls etc. It was found attractive that girl students need not pay hostel fee.
A huge mess hall with 2000 seating arrangements was also found. The campus is
self sustained with hospital, temple, church etc. Then we saw the departments of
Food science, Mass communication, School of humanities, Horticulture, Physical
education and School of management. 
              Later, we attended a session of the National seminar on the topic ‘Indian
Strategic Culture & Policy Options’ at Department of Political Science. After the
seminar we were provided with tea and snacks. After tea, we went to Hindi
department. Dr. Jayakumar Babu, Head of the department, interacted with us and
we spent two hours with him. He explained about various facilities of the campus
and also about different variety courses that the campus hosts. After lunch, we had
an interactive session with Ashraf Valoor, senior journalist of Media One. He gave
awareness on the visual media & its techniques. Students seriously interacted with
him on media ethics and other contemporary issues. 
           Our next destination was the main library of the university, Ananda Rangapillai 
library. We reached there at 3.00 p.m and the students were divided into two
groups. Mr. Shibu K. and Mr. Saneesh, Assistant Librarians led the two groups to
various sections of library. We were introduced to different sections like e-journals,
databases, print journals, magazines, UN documents, book bank etc. The Library is
renowned for its disabled friendly modern infrastructure (80,000 sq. ft), fully air-
conditioned, WIFI enabled, services for the Visually Challenged among the proactive
services with RFID technology and 24/7 remote access to a collection of 5 lakhs, of
which print is 2.22 and 2.78 lakhs of e-resources (e-books, e-journals, e-databases, e-
theses, Academic Online Videos, Video Talks etc. Students were amazed on the
pindrop silence in the library & reading hall. The students were really motivated on
seeing the way the students are studying and utilizing the library. 
        We returned from the University at 5.00pm, after spending two hours in the
library. Later, we went to the famous Rock beach, Pondichery. We spent 1 hour
there 



by enjoying the scenic beauty of the beach. We returned to youth hostel at about
6 pm. After refreshing, we had interaction with Helen Christeena, National youth
officer of Pondichery. Being the youth officer for 4 districts of Tamilnadu, she had
lot of experience to share with the students. We thanked her as she was the
person who helped with our food and accommodation at Pondichery. Her
interaction with the students imparted positive energy among the students. Later,
after dinner we gathered at terrace of the hostel and acquainted with each other
in detail. We played certain games and enjoyed a lot. It was a memorable event for
all of us. At 11.00pm we all went for sleep. 
             On the third day of the visit, 27th February 2019, Wednesday we had our
breakfast at 8.30am we all were ready to explore the Pondicherry city. Our first
destination was ‘Auroville global model village’. It is an experimental township
founded in 1968 by Mirra Alfassa (known as "the Mother") and designed by
architect Roger Anger. Auroville wants to be a universal town where men and
women of all countries are able to live in peace and progressive harmony, above
all creeds, all politics and all nationalities. The purpose of Auroville is stated as to
realize human unity. The township is self sustained and dedicated to the vision of
Sri Aurobindo. Visiting this place was really refreshing for the students. An
informational video was played for us in the information centre and then we
moved through the shaded pathway to visit the ‘Matri Mandir’, the special
construction for meditation. The area was filled with visitors from various parts of
the world. We had our lunch at 1.30 pm and then we moved to visit various parts
of Pondichery, like French colony, market, Gandhi statue and Aayi mandapam. We 
enjoyed the beauty of Pondichery by walking over the streets. Our last destination
in Pondichery was the most awaited visit to ‘Rajnivas’, official residence of
Lt.Governor of Pondichery, Mrs. Kiran Bedi. We had obtained an appointment of
her through Mrs. Helen. All students were really excited to meet the first lady IPS
officer of India. We were permitted into the ‘Rajnivas’ and were accompanied by a
staff to the interior of the residence. We could see various suits like Pondichery
suite, Yanam suite. We saw many photos of important events in the history of
Pondichery decorating the walls of ‘Rajnivas’. Then we attended a special
programme by the hon. Lt. Governor, the ‘Open House’. It is an open platform for
the common people in which they can approach their Governor for any matter
without an appointment. We could spend three hours there by attending the
programme in which Collector, senior police officers and many other important
persons attended. We had tea from there and a small interaction with Kiran Bedi.
She joined us for a group photo also. All of us were really excited and felt really
lucky that we got a chance to meet her and she gave us tree saplings. 



We started our return journey at 8.30 pm from Pondichery. We had our dinner at
9.30 pm on the way. We all shared our experiences and some of the students
presented review on the visit. All students were really excited and they have reached
to a decision of pursuing higher studies in any of the top central universities of India. 





 List of students under the Walk With A Scholar (WWS) Programme in 

MES Asmabi College, P.Vemballur, Kodungallur- 2018-19 
Detailed List of scholars 2018-19 

SL.N
O 

NAME COURSE
(BA/B.SC/B.COM)
WITH MAIN 

CONTACT
NUMBER 

12. 

14. SAFAMOL P.A. 

JASNA FATHIMA 

11. BHAVYA DAS P.S. 

1. MUNJIYA T.M. 

2. SHAFNA P.S. 

3. HASHNA M.A. 

4. SUMAYYA ISMAIL 

5. ASNA K.R. 

6. HIMAJA 

7. SHAAFNA P.K. 

8. MUHSINA P.M. 

9. THABSHIRA P.A. 10.

SALIHA P.A. 

13. ASWATHY KRISHNA V.S. 

15. MUHAMMED SHAHIM K.S. BA ENGLISH 

BA ECONOMICS 

BSC MATHEMATICS 

BSC MATHEMATICS 

BSC MATHEMATICS 

BA ECONOMICS 

BA Economics 

BA ECONOMICS 

BA ENGLISH 

BA ENGLISH 

BSC AQUACULTURE

BA ECONOMICS 

BSC PHYSICS 

BA ECONOMICS 

BA ECONOMICS 

8156951382

9526642944

9946413295

7025154944

9544515051

9497063967

9539180255

8281929576

8086704335

9447652469 

9400552224 

9656166874 

9656772128 

9995810411 

9446486258 



16. 

18. 

22. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

27. NUBLA P.R 

SWETHA E. 

19. AFITHA T.H. 

23. MEHJUBIN K 

24. ASHNA ANIFER 

20. RISWANA M.M. 

SUNOON SALEEM 

26. KHADEEJA NIHALA 

FATHIMA ABBAS V.K 

17. GANGA ANILKUMAR 

25. MUHAMMED SABEEL 

THASREENA PARVEEN 

SABREENA SHANAVAS 

21. BEEGUM THASLEENA A.K. 

THWAYYIBA FARSANA K.A 

BA ENGLISH 

BA ENGLISH 

BA ENGLISH 

BA ENGLISH 

BSC PHYSICS 

BSC PHYSICS 

BSC PHYSICS 

BSC BOTANY 

BSC BOTANY 

BSC BOTANY 

BSC BOTANY 

BSC BOTANY 

BSc AQUACULTURE 

BSC AQUACULTURE 

BSC AQUACULTURE 

85472666 

994698907 

8113051308 

9048839153 

9961717364 

9995490048 

9526974713 

9745461606 

9846625648 

9447610245 

9496295533 

8086212002 

9746329817 

8547068739,
9400506223 

9400329800 

SREELAKSHMI V.D. II BSC BOTANY 8593962325 



44. THASNEEM 

46. BABITHA P.B. 

42. SONA SURESH 

41. MUNEERA C.S. 

47. FARHANA N.M. 

45. AISWARYA C.R. 

43. SHANCY YESUDAS 

49. FATHIMATH ANJALA 

51. A. MOHAMMED SUHAIL 

50. MOHAMMED ANAS K.M. 

32. SENSI T.P. 

33. FATHIMA SHAHANAS V.A.

34. SHAMSEENA C.N. 

35. HRIDYA BHARATHAN 

36. ALI AKBAR P.H. 

37. SREERAG S. KUMAR 

38. MOHAMED JAHIM T.I. 

39. SAFNA P.J. 

40. AISWARYA SANTHOSH 

48. SREE NANDHANA VALSAN 

II BA ENGLISH 

II BA ENGLISH 

II BA ENGLISH 

II BA ENGLISH 

II BSC PHYSICS 

II BSC PHYSICS 

II BSC BOTANY 

II BSC BOTANY 

II BA ECONOMICS

II BA ECONOMICS

II BA ECONOMICS

II BSC PHYSICS 

II BSC PHYSICS 

II BSC PHYSICS 

II BSC PHYSICS 

II BSC AQUACULTURE 

II BSC AQUACULTURE 

II BSC AQUACULTURE 

II BSC AQUACULTURE 

II BSC AQUACULTURE 

7510839565 

7994290493 

9567663104 

7510103087 

9947613491 

9846306960 

9745458550 

8129970669 

8156820958 

8086700068 

8281195422 

984708311

9

984717966

2

828122190

9

984652552

4

860655865

5

892125135

5

956275285

7

974698358

1

949542031

1 



60. ASNA K .A 

54. SAFANA P.M. 

53. V.N. AMEENA 

52. FARHANA V.M. 

55. SEBLUNNISA C.S. 

58. NAVEEN KRISHNA 
       MENON 

59. SUHAINA.R .S 

I BCOM 

I BCOM 

I BCOM 

II BA ENGLISH 

II BSC MATHEMATICS 

II BSC MATHEMATICS 

II BSC MATHEMATICS 

9745376603 

9446813681 

8943160875 

9400453147 

56. MUHAMMED SHARSHAD.          II BSC MATHEMATICS        9072777889 
M. 

57. ANAGHA .M.M.                             I BCOM COm                      8547113712 

 8086340171 

 8129505686 

 9562072598 



Objective of the Program: 
The Finishing School Program was organized with the primary objective of enhancing
the employability skills of students by providing them with practical insights,
industry- relevant knowledge, and professional development opportunities. The
program aimed to bridge the gap between academic learning and workplace
requirements, equipping participants with the necessary skills and confidence to
excel in their chosen careers.
Report of the Program:
 The Finishing School Program spanned from February 5th to February 12th, 2019,
and comprised a series of interactive workshops, seminars, and practical sessions
conducted by experienced professionals from various industries. Mr. Abhishad
Guruvayoor and Mr. Sony Akkara, renowned experts in career development and
industry practices, led the sessions, covering topics such as resume writing,
interview skills, communication etiquette, professional networking, and personal
branding. Participants actively engaged in hands-on activities, role-playing
exercises, and group discussions, enabling them to apply theoretical concepts to
real-world scenarios. The program also included mock interviews, feedback sessions,
and personalized guidance to help students identify their strengths, areas for
improvement, and career aspirations. 417 final year students from various
department have been trained in various sessions 
Program Outcome:
 The Finishing School Program yielded significant outcomes, empowering
participants with enhanced employability skills, self-confidence, and a competitive
edge in the job market. Students gained valuable insights into industry expectations,
professional norms, and career advancement strategies, thereby increasing their
readiness to transition from academia to the workplace.

 Finishing School Program for Employability Enhancement
Title: Finishing School Program for Employability Enhancement

 Date: February 5th - February 12th, 2019 

Organizing Cell: IQAC in association with Career

Guidance Cell, MES Asmabi College

 Resource Persons: Mr. Abhishad Guruvayoor and Mr. Sony Akkara



Feedback:
 Feedback from participants indicated high levels of satisfaction with the program
content, delivery, and overall learning experience. Students appreciated the
practical relevance of the sessions, the expertise of the resource persons, and the
personalized guidance provided. Many expressed confidence in their ability to
navigate job interviews, communicate effectively, and showcase their skills and
qualifications to prospective employers.
Overall, the Finishing School Program received positive feedback and was
recognized as a valuable initiative in enhancing students' employability and career
prospects. The collaboration between IQAC and the Career Guidance Cell proved to
be instrumental in delivering a comprehensive and impactful program that catered
to the diverse needs of the student community.

Brochure of the Program



Session on Finishing school Program



list of Participants
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